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CONCEPT: ENERGY SOURCES AND CONSUMPTION
Energy Sources
● To survive, cells need a constant source of ___________________________________
□ Second law of thermodynamics states that disorder in the universe only increases
- Entropy is the measure of a system’s disorder
- Systems will spontaneously change towards more entropy
□ Living cells must generate ______________________________ in a disordered environment
- Energy = the capacity to do work. It allows for chemical and physical changes that lead to order in the cell
- A calorie, which is the energy required to raise the temperature of 1g of H2O by 1oC, is the unit of energy
- 1 Joule (from chemistry) = 0.239 calories
EXAMPLE: Card tower demonstrating entropy and energy

● Potential energy (stored energy) and Kinetic energy (energy due to motion) are the two main energy classifications
□ In cells kinetic energy includes energy from heat (thermal), light (radiant), and electrons (electrical)
□ In cells, potential energy can be found in chemical bonds, and in membrane concentration gradients
□ Cells must do work, which is a measure of the _______________________ required to move or effect an object
- Synthetic work: changes in chemical bonds
- Mechanical work: changes in location or orientation of cell structure
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- Concentration work: Moving molecules across a membrane (membrane concentration gradients)
- Electrical work: Moving ions across a membrane
- Heat: Maintenance of body temperature
- Bioluminescence: Production of light
EXAMPLE: Potential energy to kinetic energy transformations
Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Energy Consumption
● Cells must be able to transfer energy from one form to another
□ First law of thermodynamics states that energy cannot be created nor destroyed – only ____________________
- Phototrophs use photosynthesis to change light energy into chemical energy (sugars)
- Chemotrophs change organic nutrients into freely usable energy (CO2, H2O)
- Energy and heat continually cycle between organisms and the universe in the form of C, O, N, and H20
□ Metabolism is the ______________________ of chemical reactions in the cell is made up of two components:
- Catabolism is the breakdown of food into smaller molecules
- Anabolic is the synthesis of molecules
- Enzymes are proteins that assist with cellular chemical reactions
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EXAMPLE: Cyclic energy transfer between phototrophs and chemotrophs

Photroph

Chemotroph

● The movement of ______________________________ control energy transfer in cells
□ Oxidation is the removal of electrons from an atom or molecule; It releases energy
- Cellular respiration depends on the oxidation of organic molecules to consume and use energy from food
□ Reduction is the addition of electrons to an atom or molecule; It requires an energy input
EXAMPLE: Oxidation and reduction reactions between NAD+ and NADH
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PRACTICE:
1. Which of the following is a measure of the energy needed to move a sodium ion from a high concentration to a low
concentration?
a. Kinetic Energy
b. Entropy
c. Potential Energy
d. Work

2. True or False: Reduction is the process of adding electrons to an atom or molecule?
a. True
b. False
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3. Metabolism, which is the sum of chemical reactions, consists of all but which of the following components?
a. Catabolism
b. Melabolism
c. Anabolism
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CONCEPT: GIBBS FREE ENERGY AND EQUILIBRIUM
● Gibbs free energy (G) is a measure to determine if a chemical reaction will occur spontaneously
□ Spontaneous reactions are those which are thermodynamically favorable (can occur without outside help)
- Increase entropy (disorder) of the universe
□ Gibbs free energy can be calculated at a particular time point (G) or as a change occurring during a reaction (DG)
- DG changes as a reaction moves towards equilibrium
□ Equilibrium is a state where the chemical reaction equally occurs in forward and reverse
- Cells do not exist at equilibrium – life depends on having reactions that do not reach equilibrium
EXAMPLE: Ordered and disordered blocks model a spontaneous reaction

Less entropy

More entropy
Spontaneous Reaction

● DG and the standard free energy change (DGo) measure spontaneity of chemical reactions
□ DG calculates spontaneity for a reaction in a single direction with known concentrations of products and reactants
- Used to measure real life reactions and is highly sensitive to reactant and product concentrations
□ DGo calculates spontaneity for a reaction occurring in standard conditions
- Temperature = 25oC and Pressure = 1atm
- Used to compare thermodynamics of many reactions because its not sensitive to concentrations
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EXAMPLE: Model demonstrating the need for the standard free energy change formula

● Chemical reactions can be classified as exergonic (energy releasing) or endergonic (energy absorbing)
□ Exergonic reactions are more thermodynamically favorable
- DG will be negative because free energy of products is lower than free energy of reactants
□ Endergonic reactions are less thermodynamically favorable
- DG will be positive because free energy of products is higher than free energy of reactants
□ At equilibrium DG=0 and no NET reactions occur
EXAMPLE: Graphs of exergonic and endergonic reactions
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● Measurements of free energy can also provide information on distance to equilibrium
□ The Equilibrium constant (Keq) is a ratio of products to reactants
- Measures how far a reaction needs to proceed before being at equilibrium
□ Keq can also provide information on directionality of the reaction
- Keq> 0.5 then there are more products – reaction will proceed in reverse
- Keq<0.5 then there are more reactants – reaction will proceed forward
- At equilibrium Keq=0.5 and no reactions occur
□ Steady state refers to concentration stability of reactants and products (NOT the same as equilibrium)
- Nutrients that are continually flowing into the cell and being used up are at steady state, not equilibrium
EXAMPLE: Ratio of reactants and products determines the directionality of the reaction

PREVIOUS CLUTCH VIDEOS:
● Click here for an explanation of the Gibbs free energy equation terms
● Click here for a review of calculating Gibbs free energy
● Click here for a review of the relationship between Gibbs free energy and equilibrium
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CONCEPT: ACTIVATED CARRIERS
● Energetically favorable and unfavorable reactions can couple because free energy is ____________________________
□ Reaction coupling is defined as using energy from one reaction to fuel another less energetically favorable one
- Usually combining a negative ΔG reaction and a positive ΔG reaction
□ Activated carriers are small molecules responsible for energy storage and electron transfer
- Contain energy rich covalent bonds
- Bonds in activated carriers are broken and the energy is coupled to energetically unfavorable reactions
□ Energetic coupling is the foundation for cellular _______________________ (sum of cellular chemical reactions)
EXAMPLE: The activated carrier ATP couples with an energetically unfavorable reaction

ATP

ADP + P
Favorable

C+D

A+B
Unfavorable

● ATP and NADPH are the two most commonly used ____________________________________________ in cell biology
□ ATP stands for adenosine tri phosphate, and it contains three high energy phosphate bonds
- ATP is generated in photosynthesis and cellular respiration to provide an energy source for cells
- ATP is broken through hydrolysis to release its energy
□ NAD+ is used to store high-energy electrons and hydrogen atoms
- oxidation: loss of electrons and reduction is the gain of electrons
- NAD+ is reduced to NADH in cellular respiration and NADPH in photosynthesis
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EXAMPLE: Structure of NAD+ and ATP

PRACTICE:
1. Which of the following is false about activated carriers?
a. ATP and NADH/NADPH are common activated carriers
b. Activated carriers are responsible for energy storage
c. Activated carriers contain strong noncovalent bonds that are broken to release energy
d. Activated carriers can store high energy electrons
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2. NAD+ becomes NADH through which of the following processes?
a. Hydrolysis
b. Oxidation
c. Reduction
d. Condensation

3. Enzymes bind to the transition state of the reactant because they have what?
a. The lowest kinetic energy
b. The highest kinetic energy
c. The lowest free energy
d. The highest free energy

4. Which term describes enzyme regulation controlled through binding of a second molecule to a different site on the
enzyme?
a. Feedback Inhibition
b. Allosteric Regulation
c. Phosphorylation
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CONCEPT: ENZYMES
Enzyme Basics
● Enzymes are protein or RNA molecules (ribozymes) that reduce the energy necessary for a reaction to occur
□ Enzymes act on a substrate in a highly ___________________________ manner
- Enzymes catalyze (increase the rate of) chemical reactions of the substrate
- Make reactions 108–1013 times faster which = taking 1 second to complete a 3 - 300,000-year reaction
□ Enzymes catalyze the forward and reverse reactions
□ Enzymes must meet three main conditions
- They cannot be consumed by the reaction
- They cannot be changed by the reaction
- They only effect the rate of the reaction – and do not effect the free energy of the reaction
EXAMPLE: Enzyme substrate complex

Enzymes Speed Up Reactions
● Enzymes overcome activation energy (Ea) = minimum amount of energy reactants must have before becoming products
□ Thermodynamically favorable reactions (ΔG<0) don’t always occur in cells - they need an energy ___________
- Metastable state molecules are thermodynamically unstable, but cannot react (Too high Ea)
EXAMPLE: Activation energy (1) shown on an energy diagram
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□ Two potential ways of _____________________________ activation energy
- Bad: Increase in heat will increase kinetic (and therefore activation) energy – but we will all overheat
- Good: Use of an enzyme that lowers activation energy
□ Enzymes bind to the transition state form of the reactant, which has the highest free energy
- This binding stabilizes the transition state, and allows the reaction to overcome the Ea and occur
EXAMPLE: A Gibbs free energy graph demonstrating the transition state form

Specific Enzyme-Substrate Interactions
● Enzyme and substrate ________________________________ regulate the reaction
□ Diffusion is the passive movement of substrates throughout the cytoplasm
- An average molecules take 1/15th of a second to travel 10µm distance (average cell diameter =15µm)
- Enzymes get hit by about 500,000 random collisions each second
- Enzymes can catalyze 1000s of substrate reactions each second
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□ An active site is groove in which the substrate binds to the enzyme and the reaction takes place
- Usually has complementarity to the substrate’s shape and charge and interacts by noncovalent bonds
- Buried in the enzyme to separate from aqueous environment
EXAMPLE: Substrates bind to the enzymes active site (blue)

- Can bind directly (lock and key model) or by inducing a change in the substrate (induced fit model)
EXAMPLE: Comparison of two models of enzyme-substrate interactions
Lock and Key Model

Enzyme

Substrate

Induced Fit Model

Enzyme

Substrate
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□ Enzymes also contain molecules like cofactors (inorganic) or coenzymes (organic) to facilitate the reaction
- Also called prosthetic groups
EXAMPLE: A cofactor (yellow) aids in an enzyme facilitated reaction

Enzyme Regulation
● Enzyme catalysis is highly ________________________________
□ Feedback inhibition is when a product of one metabolic pathway inhibits enzyme involved in its synthesis
□ Allosteric regulation occurs when a small molecule binds to a regulatory site on the enzyme
- Can change the shape or structure of the enzyme and/or active site
□ Phosphorylation (addition of phosphate group) can inhibit or activate enzymatic activity
EXAMPLE: Inhibitors compete with substrate for active site binding
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Practice
1. Which of the following is not one of the three major conditions of enzymes?
a. Enzymes cannot be consumed by a reaction
b. Enzymes cannot be changed by a reaction
c. Enzymes do not effect the rate of the reaction, only the free energy
d. Enzymes do not effect the free energy of the reaction, only the reaction rate
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CONCEPT: ENZYME KINETICS
● Enzyme kinetics measure the activity of an enzyme
□ Measures _____________________________ between substrate concentration and speed of enzyme reactions
- Low substrate concentrations: less collision between enzyme and substrate = substrate is rate limiting
- High substrate concentrations: more collision between enzyme and substrate = enzyme is rate limiting
□ It should be measured before any product has been formed
EXAMPLE: Collisions between substrate and enzyme happen when there is a higher substrate concentration

Representations of Enzymes Kinetics
● Vmax and Km (Michaelis constant) are measures of enzyme _____________________________________
□ Vmax measures the maximum velocity (speed) of the enzymes reaction
- Occurs as the substrate concentration is saturated which is when its reached it’s upper limit of reactivity
- High substrate concentrations: more collision between enzyme and substrate = enzyme is rate limiting
□ Km measures the enzyme’s function by determining the concentration of substrate needed to work half Vmax
- Small Km enzyme binds tightly, Large Km the enzyme binds weakly
□ Can be used to calculate the turnover number which is how rapidly a substrate molecule can undergo a reaction
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Reaction Velocity (Speed)

EXAMPLE: Graph demonstrating relationship between Vmax, Km and concentration of substrate

Substrate Concentration

PRACTICE:
1. If an enzyme is determined to have a low Km what does that say about the reaction?
a. The enzyme binds loosely to the substrate
b. That the speed of the reaction is slow
c. The enzyme binds tightly to the substrate
d. That the speed of the reaction is fast
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2. Which of the following terms describes how rapidly a substrate can undergo a reaction?
a. Kinetics
b. Turnover Number
c. Saturation Rate
d. Reaction Speed
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CONCEPT: ENZYME INHIBITION
● Enzyme inhibitors decrease enzymatic ________________________
□ There are two main types of enzyme inhibitors: reversible and irreversible
- Irreversible inhibitors bind tightly to the enzyme through covalent bonds to inhibit function (ex. Nerve gas)
- Reversible inhibitors bind weakly through noncovalent interactions and come in two types
- Competitive: Compete with substrate for active site
- Non-competitive (allosteric): Do not compete with substrate for active site
□ Enzyme inhibitors are crucial to ___________________________ cellular chemical reactions
- They can also be harmful (poisons)
EXAMPLE: Completive vs. Non-competitive reversible inhibitors of enzymes

v

v

v
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PRACTICE
1. Which of the following is not true regarding enzyme inhibition?
a. Enzyme inhibition can be irreversible
b. Enzyme inhibition is crucial to regulate chemical reactions
c. Enzyme inhibitors can be reversible
d. Enzyme inhibition always occurs through competitive inhibitors, which block substrates from binding the
active site

2. Which of the following enzyme inhibitors binds through covalent bonds?
a. Reversible
b. Irreversible
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3. Which of the following enzyme inhibitors binds to the enzymes active site to inhibit the enzyme?
a. Reversible
b. Irreversible
c. Competitive
d. Non-Competitive
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